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looking forward & back

... over 15 weeks 

(and centuries)

"men more frequently require 

to be reminded than informed"

— Samuel Johnson, Rambler, 1750



assignment: Marshall and the importance of place
manuscript — papyrus parchment, silk, paper (Pipa Saunders)

coffee house

print — Venice and quality (Gavin Li); China & Korea and the state (Alice Park)

pottery, Wedgwood — "patronage of court" (Ester Shchemelinin)

Royal Society

inoculation

telegraph — IP/government support (Meeri Shin) colonization (Jae Hun)

UNIX — (Yurika Jacobsson)

CERN — (Jonathan Anstett)
323-HofI15-SocImp2-PD

"Staffordshire makes many kinds of pottery, all the materials of 
which are imported from a long distance; but she has cheap coal and 
excellent clay for making the heavy "seggars" or boxes in which the 
pottery is placed while being fired."   — Marshall

your look forward and back



Yurika Jacobsson

Laura Uy

Nathaniel Valdez 

Shannon Chu

Celeste Boureille,

Raphael Soto

Chuhan Zhang

4

closer to home
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Eric Schmidt of Google writes, “We know where you are. We 

know where you’ve been. We can more or less know what you’re 

thinking about.”  By analysis of the ads and links  that Google offers 

you, explore what Google “knows” about you and to what extent 

it is possible to spoof Google and change its “perception” without 

losing your identity or Google’s utility.  Show whether your findings 

endorse or challenge Schmidt’s claim or Zuboff’s response. 

be cooperative
be inventive
don't be dull

5

If you choose this assignment, you must work in groups of 2 or 3; send your joint 

findings to Nikolai or to Paul as a pdf by Tuesday at 6; and come to class 

prepared not only to discuss your findings, but also if called upon to present your 

findings to the class. Thursday assignment

http://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Eric-Schmidt-We-Know-Where-You-Are-We-Know-2478136.php


overview

6

revolution at last!

theory & data 

local problems

information issues

a little learning
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"This has been 

predicted 

before ..."

7

"the revolution 
begins at last" 

*
*

* *

revolution at last
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"Ye Gods, annihilate but space and time,  

And make two lovers happy." 

1728

8

300 years (or 22 classes)
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revolutionary ideas

"The establishment of the telegraph is ... the 

best response to the publicists who think that 

France is too large to form a Republic.  The 

telegraph shortens distances and, in a way, 

brings an immense population together at a 

single point."

— Claude Chappe, 1793

9

a single point

Claude Chappe 

(1763-1805)
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"Parvenu à la suite de travaux longs et 

pénibles à trouver, enfin, un art nouveau 

regardé comme impossible par beaucoup des 

Savans, une route nouvelle va fournir devant 

les efforts de l'homme, les distances vont 

disparaître et les extremités du Monde se 

rapprocher." 

10

disappearance
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"It is not visionary to suppose that it 

would not be long ere the whole surface of 

this country would be channelled for those 

nerves which are to diffuse, with the speed 

of thought, a knowledge of all that is 

occurring throughout the land; making one 

neighborhood of the while country."

— Morse to Congress, 1838

11

one neighborhood
*

*
* *

revolution at last
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"A line of telegraph ... from London to 

Kurrachee, and from thence to every part of 

India, ... intelligence and commands be daily 

and hourly communicated with the speed of 

lightening ... in this virtual annihilation of 

time and space in the communications between 

England and her distant possessions will be 

more than realised"

--Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, 1857

12

going global
*

*
* *

revolution at last
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sea to shining sea
"the almost complete annihilation of time and 

space between the distant antipodal points of 

the American continent ... produced by the 

construction of the Pacific Railroad"

-- John Wesley Clampitt,  
Echoes from the Rocky Mountains, 1888

13

still going
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assessing progress?
*

*
* *

revolution at last

"The arrival of 
Europeans in the 
Americas also led to 
a large decline in 
human numbers. 
Regional population 
estimates sum to a 
total of 54 million 
people in the 
Americas in 1492, 
with recent 
population modelling 
estimates of 61 
million people. 
Numbers rapidly 
declined to a minimum 
of about six million 
people by 1650 via 
exposure to diseases 
carried by Europeans, 
plus war, enslavement 
and famine. The 
accompanying near 
cessation of farming 
and reduction in fire 
use resulted in the 
regeneration of over 
50 million hectares 
of forest, woody 
savanna and grassland 
.…
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"Someday we will build up a world telephone 

system, making necessary to all peoples the 

use of a common language or common 

understanding of languages, which will join 

all the people of the earth into one 

brotherhood. There will be heard throughout 

the earth a great voice coming out of the 

ether which will proclaim, 'Peace on earth, 

good will towards men.'"

--John J. Carty,  AT&T, 1891

15

once again, one voice
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"Electric circuitry has overthrown the regime of 

'time' and 'space' and pours upon us instantly and 

continuously concerns of all other men.  It has 

reconstituted dialogue on a global scale.  Its 

message is Total Change, ending psychic, social, 

economic, and political parochialism...  Ours is a 

brand-new world of allatonceness.  'Time' has 

ceased, 'space' has vanished.  We now live in a 

global village ... a simultaneous happening."

--Mcluhan et al., Medium is the Massage, 1967

16

global village
*

*
* *

revolution at last
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this time it's 
different

"This has been 

predicted before; the 

difference now is 

that it is actually 

starting to happen"

17

"the revolution 
begins at last" 

"Exaggerated 
ideas about the 
potential of the 
Internet are 
nothing new. A 
prime example is 
Frances 
Cairncross’ 
best-selling 
1997 book “The 
Death of 
Distance.”

—Lenzo, Will the 
Revolution be Tweeted?
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when was that?
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trendspotting
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overview
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revolution at last

theory & data 

local problems

information issues

a little learning
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"Every cheapening of the means of 

communication, every new facility for the free 

interchange of ideas ... alters the action of 

the forces which tend to localize industries."

--Alfred Marshall,  
Principles of Economics, 1920

21

principled explanation?

Alfred Marshall  
1842-1924

*

*
* *

theory & data



goods or people?
Every cheapening of the means of communication ... alters the 
action of the forces which tend to localize industries. Speaking 
generally we must say that a lowering of tariffs, or of freights 
for the transport of goods, tends to make each locality buy more 
largely from a distance what it requires; and thus tends to 
concentrate particular industries in special localities: but on 
the other hand everything that increases people's readiness to 
migrate from one place to another tends to bring skilled 
artisans to ply their crafts near to the consumers who will 
purchase their wares. These two opposing tendencies are well 
illustrated by the recent history …

22

what moves?

23-HofI15-SocImp2-PD
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economic explanations

make or buy 

hierarchy or market 

decided by

transaction costs vs management costs 

23

opposing tendencies?

Ronald Coase  
1910 - 2013

*

*
* *

theory & data
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the nature of the firm?

"Changes like the telephone and the 

telegraph which tend to reduce the cost of 

organising spatially will tend to increase 

the size of the firm.  All changes which 

improve managerial technique will tend to 

increase the size of the firm."

--Ronald Coase,  
"The Nature of the Firm," 1937

*

*
* *

theory & data
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percentage of home workers in population

25

here or there?

1960 1970 1980 1990 1999 2005 2010 2013
0.025 0.013 0.01 0.014 0.034 0.039 0.043 0.026
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here or there?
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inside out?*

*
* *

theory & data
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paradox of the laptop?*

*
* *

theory & data



overview
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revolution at last

theory & data 

local problems

information issues

a little learning
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Laura Uy: Another similar example would be Silicon Valley and its 
key role in the rise of computers in the 1970s. The relatively 
concentrated location of silicon chip manufacturers, scientists, 
University researchers, and venture capitalists allowed for the 
intersection that was central to the development of the modern 
computer.

Nathaniel Valdez: Silicon Valley’s proximity to top universities 
like Stanford and the UC Berkeley created a region invested in elite 
talent where employers could find a “good choice of workers” with 
“special skills which they require[d],” (Marshall). Its huge tracks 
of cheap flat land, unlike cities on the east coast, provided an 
expansive space where hundreds of tech companies could develop 
freely without the typical bureaucratic roadblocks of development in 
larger cities.

30

contending forces — on the one hand

23-HofI15-SocImp2-PD

Yurica Jacobsson:  a "localized industry" (IV.X.1) 
…  [the advantages] "people following the same 
skilled trade get from near neighborhood to 
another" (IV.X.7).



Shannon Chu: the forces that localized people became redundant.

Celeste Boureille: the globalization of place as it relates to 
information.

Raphael Soto: “As time passes, Marshall’s argument becomes less 
accurate”


Chuhan Zhang" "Apple '…kept on the right track for satisfying the 
needs of purchasers far away; and they created new wants among 
consumers'(Marshall, IV.X.1)  but the notion that 'Consequently 
shops which deal in expensive and choice objects tend to 
congregate together'(Marshall, IV.X.12) might be challenged by 
the fact that Apple product can be purchased almost anywhere in 
the world."

31

contending forces — on the other

23-HofI15-SocImp2-PD
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if distance is dead ...

32

more complications

... why are they here?



...  of cheapening communication

33

at the centre ...

23-HofI15-SocImp2-PD

"Every cheapening of the means 

of communication, every new 

facility for the free 

interchange of ideas ... 

alters the action of the 

forces which tend to localize 

industries."

--Alfred Marshall,  
Principles of Economics, 1920
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here or there?
"Employers are apt to resort to any 

place where they are likely to find a 

good choice of workers with the 

special skill which they require; 

while men seeking employment naturally 

go to places where there are many 

employers who need such skill as 

theirs."

— Marshall 
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means of communication?



36

at the centre ...

23-HofI15-SocImp2-PD

playing both ways? ...



"But on the other hand the 

value which the central sites 

of a large town have for 

trading purposes, enables them 

to command much higher ground-

rents than the situations are 

worth." 

— Marshall 

37

rebirth?

23-HofI15-SocImp2-PD
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crowding in
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revolution at last

theory & data 

local problems

information issues

a little learning
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 "The accumulation of many large manufacturing establishments in 
the same district has a tendency to bring together purchasers or 
their agents from great distances, and thus to cause the 
institution of a public mart or exchange. This contributes to 
diffuse information relative to the supply of raw materials, and 
the state of demand for their produce, with which it is necessary 
manufacturers should be well acquainted. The very circumstance of 
collecting periodically, at one place, a large number both of 
those who supply the market and of those who require its produce, 
tends strongly to check the accidental fluctuations to which a 
small market is always subject, as well as to render the average 
of the prices much more uniform."                   

--Charles Babbage

40

diffuse information

23-HofI15-SocImp2-PD



"When an industry has thus chosen a locality for itself, it is 
likely to stay there long: so great are the advantages which people 
following the same skilled trade get from near neighbourhood to one 
another. The mysteries of the trade become no mysteries; but are as 
it were in the air, and children learn many of them unconsciously. 
Good work is rightly appreciated, inventions and improvements in 
machinery, in processes and the general organization of the 
business have their merits promptly discussed: if one man starts a 
new idea, it is taken up by others and combined with suggestions of 
their own; and thus it becomes the source of further new ideas. And 
presently subsidiary trades grow up in the neighbourhood, supplying 
it with implements and materials, organizing its traffic, and in 
many ways conducing to the economy of its material."

41

more than information?

23-HofI15-SocImp2-PD

"Works done and stored in these places are also 

protected and 'appreciated'”  — Jiachen Jiang 
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... moves in mysterious ways
the "sticky" or "leaky" problem 

"If only HP Knew what HP knows ..." 

— Lew Platt, CEO Hewlett-Packard

trade secrets and enticement

du Pont's battles  
—Catherine Fisk, Working Knowledge, 2009

42

working knowledge ...
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from sticky to leaky IP

43

FLOSSing*

*

* *

information issues
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“But we also know that in ‘the social’ there 

is a loading of the dice that produces a 

probability that the collective associations 

and translations that result in effective 

power in these technology networks will 

continue to afford one sex domination over the 

other—unless it is somehow interrupted through 

an active politics of sex/gender.”

—Cynthia Cockburn, “Circuit of Technology,”  1994 

44

a different distance
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the public sphere?
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more distance
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local insight
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east vs west

49

local "mysteries"*

*

* *

information issues
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north v south

50

distant mysteries*

*

*
information issues
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… and going global

51

spreading the word*

*

*
information issues



overview
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revolution at last

theory & data 

local problems

information issues

a little learning
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... but why are we here?

53

that's why they are there
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alternatives
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"The time will come, and in less than ten 

years, when children in the public schools 

will be taught practically everything by 

moving pictures.  Certainly they will never be 

obliged to read history again ... everything 

except the three Rs, the arts, and probably 

the mental sciences can be taught this way--

physiology, chemistry, biology, botany, 

physics, and history in all its branches."

--D.W. Griffith, New York Times, 1915

55

birth of an idea?*

*
* a little learning
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"The people's University of the Air will 

have a greater student body than all of our 

universities put together." 

--Alfred N Goldsmith, RCA, 

Radio Broadcast 1922

56

alternatives?*

*
* a little learning
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“At a time when books were scarce, and men who 
knew how to make a proper use of them still 
more uncommon, it became expedient … [to] 
assemble in one place, where celebrated books 
and tutors were collected,  whence advantage 
might be derived to a greater number of 
students from fewer instructors …

”Time … relaxed the rigid scruples … the world 
began to lose its reverence …"

57

decline and fall
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"...  as books are now multiplied, and men 

able to afford instruction dispersed all over 

the kingdom, it is evident that the principal 

cause of establishing universities in an age 

when both books and instructors were scarce, 

no longer subsists.  Let them therefore be 

reformed, and rendered really useful to the 

community or let them be deserted."

58

second thoughts?
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desertion ?*

*
* a little learning



"a budding revolution in global online higher education"

— Thomas Friedman, New York Times 2011

sound familiar?

“The story of higher education’s future is a tale of ancient 

institutions in their last days of decadence, creating the 

seeds of a new world to come,” he writes. If he is right, 

higher education will be transformed into a different kind of 

learning experience that is cheaper, better, more personalized 

and more useful."

—  Joe Nocera (reviewing The End of College) , New York Times 2015

60

here comes the MOOC

23-HofI15-SocImp2-PD
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the "mega universities" 
(John Daniels) 

Indira Gandhi (New Delhi) : 3.5 million 

Allama Iqbal (Islamabad) : 1.8 million 

Islamic Azad (Tehran) : 1.5  million 

Andolou University (Turkey): 1.04 million 

Bangladesh National: 800,000

61

big data
Allama Iqbal Open University
* Anadolu University   
*  Athabasca University

* Bangladesh Open University

* China Central Radio & TV University

* City College of San Francisco

* Fern University in Hagen

* Indira Gandhi National Open University

* Indonesian Open Learning University

* Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de 
México

* Payame Noor University

* Korea National Open University

* Sukhothai Thammathirat Open  
University

* The Open University, U.K.

* Universidad Nacional de Educacion  
a Distancia

* University of Maryland University  
College

* University of South Africa

* University of Phoenix

* Universidad Nacional Autonoma  
de Mexico

* Shanghai TV University

"The people's University of the Air will 

have a greater student body than all of our 

universities put together."    — RCA, 1932

*

*
* a little learning
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institutions vs technologies
libraries vs ebooks 

disciplines or discipline?
Stephen Cameron,"The nonequivalence of high 
school equivalents," 1993 

kinds of distance
geographical  
social 

signalling

62

forgotten factors?*

*
* a little learning



Let us consider the matter in this way:  If the wise man or 
any other man wants to distinguish the true physician from 
the false, how will he proceed?  

.... He will consider whether what [the physician] says is 
true,  and whether what he does is right, in relation to 
health and disease?  
... But can any one attain the knowledge of either  
unless he have a knowledge of medicine?  
... No one at all, it would seem, except the physician can 
have this knowledge; and therefore not the wise man; he 
would have to be a physician as well as a wise man.          

--Plato, Charmides

63

signalling

23-HofI15-SocImp2-PD

Nullius in Verba?
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“New products are associated with old brand 

names.  This ensures the prospective consumer 

of the quality of the product.

“Doctors, lawyers, and barbers, the high 

school diploma, the baccalaureate degree, the 

Ph.D., even the Nobel Prize, ... education and 

labor markets themselves have their own ‘brand 

names’”.

--George Akerlof, “The Market for Lemons: Quality, Uncertainty,  
and the Market Mechanism,” 1970

64

"the purchaser if not himself a skillful judge ... must pay some 
person, in the shape of an additional money price, who has the skill 
to distinguish, and integrity to furnish, articles of the quality 
agreed on."                                               — Babbage 

badge of honor
“degrees … gave considerable credit in the living world"   —Knox
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other alternatives*

*
* a little learning
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more alternatives*

*
* a little learning
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before you graduate



If you choose this assignment, you must work in groups of 2 or 3; send your joint 

findings to Nikolai or to Paul as a pdf by Tuesday at 6; and come to class prepared 

not only to discuss your findings, but also if called upon to present your findings to 

the class.

Eric Schmidt of Google writes, “We know where you are. We know where you’ve 

been. We can more or less know what you’re thinking about.”  By analysis of the 

ads and links  that Google offers you, explore what Google “knows” about you and 

to what extent it is possible to spoof Google and change its “perception” without 

losing your identity or Google’s utility.  Show whether your findings endorse or 

challenge Schmidt’s claim or Zuboff’s response.

68

for Thursday
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